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Basis for Mixed-use Analysis is….?

What is an RSA/R?

• Focused on safety

• Proactive rather than reactive

• An evaluation of the “whole” picture 
including traffic distribution and 
environmental conditions

An evaluation of a roadway by a team

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focused on safety – obviousProactive – find problems when they are easier/cheaper to fix or before they become major issuesEvaluation – this is the common sense factor(s) – consider the effects of RSA recommendations on other interests
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What an RSA is NOT
• A tool to check for standards compliance
• A tool to “rate” a project
• A tool for accident investigations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not designed to be used by the auditors/lawyers to evaluate a road as “unsafe” or to assign blame for crashes.  RSA’s are also not tools to used for accident reconstruction.
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Definable Benefits include:
• Identify overlooked safety opportunities

• Roadway safety at/above minimum 
standards

• Reduce roadway life cycle costs

• Incorporate multi-disciplinary input

• Consistent safety focus throughout 
project development process

Why Perform an RSA?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the benefits we often think of.  They can be quantified easily by engineers and transportation professionals.Overlooked safety opportunities – may find something missed during design.Insure current standards are addressed.Reduce total costs including repair/improvement, user costs and liability costs.Multi-disciplinary approach helps address all potential road users including pedestrians, bicyclists and the various types of road users.  May not satisfy every interest group, but concerns will be considered.Raise safety consciousness of project team throughout the entire project.
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The Design Immunity Exception and
the associated rise in liability and risk

Also….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One word that should get everyone’s attention – liability.  Even in states where the governmental agency has full or partial immunity, this does not eliminate the possibility of design immunity exceptions.
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Design Immunity Exceptions
… approval of a plan or design was arbitrary, 
unreasonable, or made without adequate 
consideration

… plan or design was prepared without adequate 
care

… project contained an inherent, manifestly 
dangerous defect(s) or was defective from the 
beginning of actual use

… changed conditions demonstrate the need for 
additional remedial action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approval was arbitrary, unreasonable or made without adequate consideration.  An example would be a project that was forced for political reasons against good engineering judgment (no reasonable justification).Prepared without adequate care.  An example of this would be the typical liability incurred by a registered engineer for not following “normal practice” and taking “reasonable care.”
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Common Sense RSA – Step by Step

1. Determine team makeup

2. Provide team with roadway/project data

3. Conduct field review/inspection

4. Discuss inspection findings

5. Write and distribute audit report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While not the “full” steps identified in most RSA texts, this is the required steps for a common sense RSA.Team – make the team as multi-disciplinary as possibleData – The more the better, and we’ll talk about valuable types of dataConduct inspection – self explanatoryDiscuss findings – self explanatoryWrite/distribute audit report – self explanatory
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How do RSAs Reduce Risk?

• Document a systematic review of roadway 
safety concerns

• Identify high accident locations

• Identify solutions to safety concerns

• Develop a safety improvement plan

• Improve public communications regarding 
roadway safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having a documented process goes a long way to support Agency immunityIdentifying high accident locations helps allocate future personnel/financial resourcesRSA’s multi-disciplinary approach helps develop a larger pool of potential solutionsThe RSA report can be the basis for developing a safety improvement plan, which even if not fully implemented, helps reduce claims of negligence.PR can be worth it’s weight in gold.  Just ask Cal-Trans if the positive PR from the expedited repairs after the Northridge earthquake was worth the extra construction costs.
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When to Conduct an RSA?

• Feasibility/Planning Stage

• Preliminary Design Stage

• Final Design Stage

• Construction Stage

• In-Service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning – During the project recon stage, used to help determine the project scope and incorporate safety elements into the project scope/justificationPreliminary Design – Evaluate the rough design for incorporation of identified safety elements and potential problems (ie horiz/vert curvature, roadway widths, intersection/interchange geometrics, ped/bike conflicts)Final Design – Evaluate final design for incorporation of safety elements (ie proper geometrics, signing/signal/striping plans, lighting – if any)Construction – Insure safety elements are constructed as designed, insure any previously unidentified problems are corrected and insure as-constructed solutions do not create new safety issuesIn-Service – Most important of all; evaluation of actual functioning of the roadway to determine effectiveness of implemented RSA recommendations, or need for additional safety improvements.
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So, What are we talking about?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll use the Salmon River Road RSA performed in June 2002 for FHWA WFL as an example of how to apply these steps.
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Evaluate risk due to SB 1098, and likely effect of training 
requirement (future legislation)

Develop an analysis methodology and field data collection 
procedure to enable analysis of each road segment for 

• Crash probability and 
• Crash severity of mixed use crashes.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll use the Salmon River Road RSA performed in June 2002 for FHWA WFL as an example of how to apply these steps.
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Create a decision matrix that categorizes risk and indicates 
potential mitigation based on different threshold criteria (traffic 
volume, speed, type, and mix; road surface, width, alignment, 
geometry, etc; OHV use and type); 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll use the Salmon River Road RSA performed in June 2002 for FHWA WFL as an example of how to apply these steps.
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Where are these roads?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to understand the environmental conditions, it helps to understand where this road is located.  This road is located in the Idaho panhandle, heading from Riggins, ID into the Nez Perce National Forest
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Determine Team Makeup
• Matt Ulberg, PE  

Roadway Design and Geometrics
Traffic Safety

• Bob Powell, PE
R4 Roads Engineer, USFS Retired
Safety and Roadway Operations and 
Maintenance

• Mike Noland
R3 USFS Retired 
Signing and Safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the team members.  Note they include the project manager for FHWA-WFL, the design consultant, the WFL Safety Engineer, the MT Division Safety/Geometric Engineer and the WY Division ITS/Safety/Traffic Engineer.  The USFS representative was important to address adjacent land uses and represent the primary roadway users.
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Review USFS Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, it is important to evaluate the accident data if available.  Note this accident report is not extensive in the data it contains, the information it contains can be valuable.  By simply providing the type of accident (ie head-on, ROR, side-swipe) and the conditions at the time of the accident (ie sun, rain, snow, time-of-day), an assessment can be made regarding the primary causes of accidents and potential solutions to these accidents.
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Review USFS Guidance
Forest Service Handbook
• FSH 7709.55 Chapter 20: Travel Analysis
• FSH 7709.55 Chapter 30: Engineering Analysis

Road Systems Operation and Maintenance HB
• FSH 7709.59 Chapters 10-60
• Guidelines for Engineering Analysis of Motorized 

Mixed Use on National Forest System Roads EM 
7700-30
• No analysis procedures identified
• No standards for documentation
• Did not consider non-licensed or underage 

operators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, it is important to evaluate the accident data if available.  Note this accident report is not extensive in the data it contains, the information it contains can be valuable.  By simply providing the type of accident (ie head-on, ROR, side-swipe) and the conditions at the time of the accident (ie sun, rain, snow, time-of-day), an assessment can be made regarding the primary causes of accidents and potential solutions to these accidents.
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Flow Chart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When developing the recommendations for a RSA report, it is important to use common sense.  The team must take into account the type of facility, the amount and distribution of traffic, and the expectations of the driver.If a driver is not expecting an Interstate-type facility, it is not necessary to build an Interstate-type facility.
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Obtain and Review Available Data

• Forest Service Roads Managers
• Maintenance personnel
• DOT Crash Records
• County Records:  Traffic, Crashes, 

interviews

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, it is important to evaluate the accident data if available.  Note this accident report is not extensive in the data it contains, the information it contains can be valuable.  By simply providing the type of accident (ie head-on, ROR, side-swipe) and the conditions at the time of the accident (ie sun, rain, snow, time-of-day), an assessment can be made regarding the primary causes of accidents and potential solutions to these accidents.
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Analysis Methodology and 
Field Data Collection

• Identify Critical geometric and operational 
criteria

• Review multiple road segments to 
determine threshold values for ratings

• Correlate observed elements with crash 
records if possible

• Set up evaluation Matrices and Data 
Sheets

• Collect Field Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, it is important to evaluate the accident data if available.  Note this accident report is not extensive in the data it contains, the information it contains can be valuable.  By simply providing the type of accident (ie head-on, ROR, side-swipe) and the conditions at the time of the accident (ie sun, rain, snow, time-of-day), an assessment can be made regarding the primary causes of accidents and potential solutions to these accidents.
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INCIDENT PROBABILITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A post inspection meeting is required to discuss preliminary findings and come to agreement on recommendations.
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INCIDENT SEVERITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A post inspection meeting is required to discuss preliminary findings and come to agreement on recommendations.
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COMPOSITE RISK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A post inspection meeting is required to discuss preliminary findings and come to agreement on recommendations.
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Flow Chart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When developing the recommendations for a RSA report, it is important to use common sense.  The team must take into account the type of facility, the amount and distribution of traffic, and the expectations of the driver.If a driver is not expecting an Interstate-type facility, it is not necessary to build an Interstate-type facility.
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Data Sheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final product from an RSA is the report.  The report should identify locations of safety problems, and potential solutions to these identified problem.In some cases, the problem will have one, definitive solution.  In other cases where there could be multiple solutions, each should be identified.  It is then incumbent on the owner agency to make assessments as to individual solutions and develop a plan to address (or not) the identified safety problems.
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Data Sheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final product from an RSA is the report.  The report should identify locations of safety problems, and potential solutions to these identified problem.In some cases, the problem will have one, definitive solution.  In other cases where there could be multiple solutions, each should be identified.  It is then incumbent on the owner agency to make assessments as to individual solutions and develop a plan to address (or not) the identified safety problems.
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Roadway Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As previously mentioned, looking at the whole picture means looking at the traffic distribution, the accident data and the environmental conditions.This graph shows the traffic distribution throughout the year, which shows the traffic is very seasonal in nature.  This is important when evaluating accident data, because the accident rates will be very different depending on the time of the year.
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Seasonal Variation in ADT
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Roadway Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As previously mentioned, looking at the whole picture means looking at the traffic distribution, the accident data and the environmental conditions.This graph shows the traffic distribution throughout the year, which shows the traffic is very seasonal in nature.  This is important when evaluating accident data, because the accident rates will be very different depending on the time of the year.
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Site41

		Salmon River Road

		Site 41 (MP0.5)

		Traffic Counts 1996

		Month		Count		ADT		Errors		Days

		January		8679		280		*		31

		February		12277		438				28

		March		15826		511				31

		April		18732		624				30

		May		23334		753				31

		June		16715		557				30

		July		20900		674				31

		August		16943		547		*		31

		September								30

		October								31

		November		14241		475				30

		December		2721		88		*		31





Site42

		Salmon River Road

		Site 42 (MP 3.6)

		Traffic Counts 1996

		Month		Count		ADT		Errors		Days

		January		2813		91		*		31

		February		4090		146				28

		March		5845		189				31

		April		6230		208				30

		May		6290		203				31

		June		6037		201				30

		July		9592		309				31

		August		7683		248		*		31

		September								30

		October								31

		November		6206		207				30

		December		985		32		*		31





Site24

		Salmon River Road

		Site 24 (MP 9.5)

		Traffic Counts 1996

		Month		Count		ADT		Errors		Days

		January		2124		69		*		31

		February		3385		121				28

		March		4517		146				31

		April		5612		187				30

		May		4990		161				31

		June		4875		163				30

		July		3987		129		*		31

		August								31

		September								30

		October								31

		November		4592		153				30

		December		785		25		*		31
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Charts

		January		2813		2124

		February		4090		3385

		March		5845		4517

		April		6230		5612

		May		6290		4990

		June		6037		4875

		July		9592		3987

		August		7683

		September

		October

		November		6206		4592

		December		985		785



Site 41 (MP0.5)

Site 42 (MP 3.6)

Site 24 (MP 9.5)

Month

Count
(in thousands)

Salmon River Road Traffic Counts

8679

12277

15826

18732

23334

16715

20900

16943

14241

2721



Seasonal

		January		90.7419354839		68.5161290323

		February		146.0714285714		120.8928571429

		March		188.5483870968		145.7096774194

		April		207.6666666667		187.0666666667

		May		202.9032258065		160.9677419355

		June		201.2333333333		162.5

		July		309.4193548387		128.6129032258

		August		247.8387096774

		September

		October

		November		206.8666666667		153.0666666667

		December		31.7741935484		25.3225806452



Site 41 (MP0.5)

Site 42 (MP 3.6)

Site 24 (MP 9.5)

Month

ADT

Salmon River Road ADT

279.9677419355

438.4642857143

510.5161290323

624.4

752.7096774194

557.1666666667

674.1935483871

546.5483870968

474.7

87.7741935484



		Traffic Data				(not sure what months they used or if also based on 1996 data)

		MP		STA		Summer		Fall		Winter		Location

		1		1+340		700		575		350		Little Salmon River Bridge

		4.44		7+150		300		230		120		Island Bar

		10.25		16+500		240		170		100		Allison Creek
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Flow Chart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When developing the recommendations for a RSA report, it is important to use common sense.  The team must take into account the type of facility, the amount and distribution of traffic, and the expectations of the driver.If a driver is not expecting an Interstate-type facility, it is not necessary to build an Interstate-type facility.
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What kinds of Forest 
Roads are relevant to 
the analysis?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This bridge is oriented essentially 90-degrees to the road on either side of the river.  This reduces the effectiveness of approach guardrail.  Further, both approaches have private access roads continuing along their respective side of the river.  This creates issues with installing guardrail because such an installation would limit access.  The bridge is also width-limited.  Because of this and 90-degree alignment, approach speeds are very low (approx 15 mph).  This further reduces the cost-benefit ratio of any guardrail installations.  Because there is no severe accident history at this bridge that guardrail would resolve, the RSA team recommended that no rail be used on the approaches of this bridge.
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Road Maintenance Level 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This bridge is oriented essentially 90-degrees to the road on either side of the river.  This reduces the effectiveness of approach guardrail.  Further, both approaches have private access roads continuing along their respective side of the river.  This creates issues with installing guardrail because such an installation would limit access.  The bridge is also width-limited.  Because of this and 90-degree alignment, approach speeds are very low (approx 15 mph).  This further reduces the cost-benefit ratio of any guardrail installations.  Because there is no severe accident history at this bridge that guardrail would resolve, the RSA team recommended that no rail be used on the approaches of this bridge.
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Maintenance Level 3

INSERT DESIGN SHEET HERE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As previously mentioned, looking at the whole picture means looking at the traffic distribution, the accident data and the environmental conditions.If possible, RSA team members should also have access to plans and drawings (shown above), design standards used, data concerning utilities & RR, businesses and public opinion/input.
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Maintenance Level 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Existing cuts throughout this project contain unstable geological formations.  These are prone to fall onto the road.  This creates maintenance and safety issues.However, to resolve the issue at all locations would require extensive and expensive geotechnical work or a significant amount of retaining walls hanging out into the river (impossible in some locations).  This would create environmental issues with the river or chasing the hills to the top.This is one location where the RSA team determined it would be cost beneficial to provide some geotechnical retaining structure.
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Maintenance Level 2 
NOT analyzed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here is why the RSA team recommended stabilizing the cut and evaluating a half bridge.  The cut is on the interior of a curve, and continues to collapse into the road.  The SSD in this location is already substandard, without material in the roadway.  The outside of the curve hangs over the river.This is also a location of one of the fatalities because the curvilinear alignment leads westbound traffic directly into the river.  The RSA team also recommended permanent concrete barrier on the outside of the curve to create positive separation between traffic and the cliff at this location.  This would facilitate it’s continued use as a parking area.
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Summary Tables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Some things are just beyond 
the scope of Mixed Use 

Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here is why the RSA team recommended stabilizing the cut and evaluating a half bridge.  The cut is on the interior of a curve, and continues to collapse into the road.  The SSD in this location is already substandard, without material in the roadway.  The outside of the curve hangs over the river.This is also a location of one of the fatalities because the curvilinear alignment leads westbound traffic directly into the river.  The RSA team also recommended permanent concrete barrier on the outside of the curve to create positive separation between traffic and the cliff at this location.  This would facilitate it’s continued use as a parking area.
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Others are in the “sweet spot”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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“Barney Fife” speed limits….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Numerous Problems
• Signage
• Brushing needs
• Roadside hazards
• Alignment concerns
• Unauthorized access
• OHV/ATV Use patterns
• Blind/Oblique to mainline
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Follow through with mitigation 
recommendations in reports

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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Bottom Line…

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure!

• Stay active and involved in Legislative 
process

• Review bill draft and testify in committees
• Realize that existing guidance may not 

address situations that need analysis. 
• Guidelines for Engineering Analysis of Motorized Mixed Use on 

National Forest System Roads EM 7700-30
• FSH 7709-55
• http://www.fs.fed.us/eng/transp/em770030.htm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is why we are concerned with the safety of our road systems. The car was only three weeks old when it hit the guard rail on the upper section of the Toowoomba (Australia) range. As you can see the rail came through the front of the car, through the fire wall, through the front passenger seat, through the left hand rear passenger seat and stopped short of coming out the back. The guy driving walked away totally unharmed. 
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Take-home:  Don’t be blind to 
the effects of poor legislation…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This overhanging rock cut severely limits the SSD around this curve.  The cut required for a 25 mph design speed SSD would only be a sliver cut on this rock cliff.Because of the constructibility issues caused by such a sliver cut, and the need for additional material, the team recommend taking more rock than required for 25 mph SSD.  Not only does this facilitate construction and allow room for a rockfall ditch, it improves the SSD beyond the minimums required.
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